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Introduction 

The closing days of 1961 seem an appropriate time to review one 
of the boldest enterprises ever undertaken by any nation, the explo-
ration, by man himself, of our nearest neighbor in space, the moon. 
Primarily a most difficult technological achievement, this task will 
require the resources and skills of scientists, engineers, techni-
cians, business specialists and managers in government, industry, 
and education, and the marshalling of their knowledge now available 
and to be obtained within the next few years in almost every branch 
of science, engineering, technology, and management. 

At the beginning of 1961 the national space program of the 
United States included Project Mercury, the first step in the manned 
exploration of space, the flight of a man in orbit around the earth 
for three circuits and his safe recovery. In January 1961 it was 
hoped to accomplish manned orbital flight by the early fall, but the 
failure of a progrer in the booster of MA-3 delayed further orbital 
flights until September and November. On these two flights, the 
latter with animal passenger, the recoveries were successful. 
Astronaut John H. Glenn, Jr., has been selected as pilot for the 
next flight, with Scott Carpenter as back-up.
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In addition to the approved and funded Mercury project, future , 
steps in the manned exploration of space were out:lined in 4 ten-year 
plan. These included the development and testing of the prototype 
of a three-man capsule for the following Project Apollo, conceived 
as one element of an earth-orbiting laboratory and also as a basic 
vehicle fOr circumnavigation and manned 'ecploration of the moon. 
Under the original plan the manned lunar landing mission was con-
sidered to lie beyond 1970, the end of the period covered by the ' 
plan. Although Project Apollo was included itt NASA's planning, the 
budget prepared in the fall of 1960 limited the FY 1962 funding to 
studies without actual hardware development. 

Following the election of President Kennedy ) the policies under-s 
lying the national space program were re-examined. Following an 
action on March 27th to speed up large booster development, the 
President, on May 25th, announced major new goals for the nation in 
space, and new programs to achieve them, in a special message to the 
Congress on urgent national needs. He said, "Now is the time. , to act, 
to take longer strides	 time for a great new American enterprise 
•' • . time for this nation to take a clearly leading role iñ'space 
achievement. . . . I believe that this nation should commit' itself 
to achieving thegoal, before this decade is out, of landing a man 
on the moon and returning him safely to the earth" 

Thus 1961 was a year of great national decision, Congress 
approving the funds substantially as requested by the President for 
thé ,raccélération 'of the national space program, including other 
'elements of the prograrnas well as the manned exploration' of"the;moon. 
I"would- like to review with you briefly the steps taken by NASA't 
implement the national decision, 	 ' 

Initial Planning of the Program 

As early as January of 1961 the results 'of 'intertialNASAstudies 
of a program for manned lunar landing were reported to a meeting of 
senior NASA officials from headquarters and the' field centers', The 
studies, which were made over a period of a few weeks, included both 
the direct ascent based on a single large Nova-type launch vehicle 
and the rendezvous method in earth orbit .using a number 'of Saturn 
C-2's, the advanced' version of Saturn then underitudy.' You may be 
interested in the following listing of special problemaréai:(l) 
launèh vehicle development (at least 30 tons must be acceleratéd'to 
escape velocity); (2) guidance-and navigational systems to"bedevel-
oped; (3) heat-shield development for escape velocity; (4) landing 
technique for use on moon consistent with manned sal éty; (5) space 
physiology problems to be assessed (radiation and weightlessness); 
and (6) moon habitability and survival problems. Many of these.were 
discussed during the day at this present symposium.
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With the approval of the accelerated program by the President, 
the bases for more specific planning became available. An ad hoc 
task group was set up for intensive study of the many -separate tasks 
which must be completed to accomplish the manned lunar landing mission 
and their time phasing. The main purpose was to size up the scope, 
schedule, and cost for realistic budgetary planning, to determine the 
main problems, the -pacing items, and the major decisions required at 
various time periods. For this purpose the direct ascent mission was 
used in the intensive study with, less detailed consideration of the 
rendezvous method.	 .-	 ': - 

The ad hoc task group reported on June 16, 1961. It was con-
cluded that the manned lunar landing mission was feasible within the 
decade, that a strong management organization was needed, and that 
information on solar flare radiation protection and lunar surface 
characteristics were needed at an.early date. The pacing items in 
meeting the time schedule were the. development contracts for the new 
first-stage boosters required, the static test stands for these 
boosters, and the launch facilities. The overall schedule would be 
deterininedby the schedule for launch vehicle rather than spacecraft 
development. 

On May 25th NASA established a second group to survey possible 
launch vehicles and their schedules, which reported on June 10th. 

On July 20th, following an exchange of letters between the 
Administrator of NASA and the Secretary.of Defense, a joint study 
was undertaken to determine the national large launch vehicle needs 
for the next decade,, considering the requirements of both NASA and 
DOD. This study was more comprehensive and detailed than previous 
studies, and its results have recently been presented to both agencies. 

On June 23, 1961, a joint study was undertaken by NASA and DOD 
to make recommendations of the launch site to be used for the manned 
lunar exploration missions. The report of this study was completed 
inJuly.	 -

Initial Decisions 

Between November 1960 and May 1961, complete systems studies 
were made of the Apollo spacecraft system by three industrial con-
tractors. Even before this period it had been decided that the 
requirements of several missions could be met by a "building block" 
or modular design of the' spacecraft, utilizing three or more compo-
nents. One will be the "command center" -housing the three-man crew. 
The second will house fuel, electrical power supplies, and-propulsion 
units needed 'for lunar take-off. This unit is also available to 
furnish .. propulsion if-necessary to-terminate a mission for safe 
return to earth, to make mid-course connections, and to enter or
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leave an orbit around the moon. The third component will contain 
decelerating rockets intended, to slow up the spacecraft for 'landing 
on the surface of 'the moon. Other modules could be used for some 
missions,. i.e., for an earth-orbiting laboratory. 

In July of this year, 16 firms were' invited to submit proposals, 
and on November 28th announcement was made of the selection of North 
American Aviation to be responsible for the design and development 
of the command center and the propulsion unit. The Instrumentation 
Laboratory of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology had previously 
been selected as an associate contractor for develOpment of the 
Apollo guidance and control system. Other industrial firms will join 
the team as subcontractors to North 'American. 

As previously noted, facilities are the pacing items. The first 
decision'which had to be made was that of launch site. On Augustl 
24th announcement was made of'the decision to expand the facilities 
at Cape Canaveral by the acquisition of'approximately 80,000 acres 
north andwest of the presently used launch site tobe administered 
by the Air Force, as agent for NASA, as ' part of the Atlantic Missile 
Range. This site was selected on the basis of the 'joint NASA-DOD 
study previously mentioned. 

It became clear during all o'f the stu4ies previously mentioned 
that provision should be made in all facility planning for very large 
launch vwhicles, so large that water transportation is necessary and 
close proximity of facilities is highly desirable. Following the, 
selection-of the launch site there followed announcements on Septem-
ber 7th of the selection of the government-owned Michoud Ordnance' 
Plant, near New Orleans, Louisiana, as the site where the large 
lautich" vehicle stages would be fabricated; on September 19th of the 
selection of a site in Houston, Texas, made available to the Govern-
ment.by Rice University, as the location of the Manned Spacecraft 
Center, with responsibility for the design, development, evaluation, 
and testing of spacecraft and their subsystems for manned space 
exploration, and the training of flight crews; and on October ,25th 
of the 'selection of the Mississippi facility for static tests of 
Saturn and larger launch vehicles,	 * 

The second pacing item was the development of new large launch 
vehicles. During the last three months most of the necessary'deci-
sions have been made with the help of the numerous studies previously 
mentioned. On September 11th, contract negotiations for the S-fl 
stage, the second stage for an advanced Saturn launch vehicle, were 
announced to be undertaken by the Space and Information Systems - 
Division of North American Aviation.' This stage makes use of four 
Rocketdyne J..2 liquid oxygen-hydrogen engines with total thrust of 
800,000 pounds. On November 17th Chrysler Corporation was selected 
to build, check out, test, and launch the first stage of the Saturn
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C-i làunch.vehic1e following the '10 prototypes being built at NASA's 
Marshall: . Space Flight Center. On December:l5th Boeing was selected 
to develop the first stage of the advanced Saturn'launch vehicle 
powered' by a cluster of four or five 1.5-million-pound-thrust F-i 
engines. On December 20th it was announced that Douglas Aircraft 
Company would build modified S-tV stages for advanced Saturn missions, 
using a single 200,000-pound-thrust R.ocketdyne J-2 liquid hydrogen-
oxygen engine. 

These 'decisions initiate the work on the pacing items of'a 
manned lunar landing mission by the, rendezvous method. NASA has 
decided tO also begin work on the longest lead-time items for 'the 
direct ascent method, and is now giving consideration to' the procure-
ment Of a large one-million-pound' or more thrust liquid hydrogen-
oxygen engine needed as a building block for the Nova vehicle, which 
is needed for direct ascent and for later manned missions to the' 
planets. NASA is also following the development of large solid-
propellant engines by the Department of Defense which may be used. for 
•the lunar mission. In this manner, considerable. flexibility can b'e 
maintained for, the next two or three years to permit change in plans 
should unexpected obstacles occur. 

In order to permit' an earlier exploration of the rendezvous 
technique, as announced on December 7th, the Project Mercury effort 
is being extended to produce a two-man spacecraft capable of docking 
with another vehicle in earth orbit, to be boosted into orbit by a 
Martin Titan II booster. NASA expects to cooperate with the Depart-
ment of Defense in the practical study and demonstration of the 
rendezvous technique. 

The' NASA ad hoc study. groups who have analyzed the manned lunar 
landing mission listed more than 2,000 component tasks in the overall 
mission. I have listed for you the decisions already made and 
actions taken on several of the more important long lead-time items. 
On November 1st NASA announced major organizational changes, includ-
ing the appointment of D. Brainerd Holmes as Director 'of the Office 
of Manned Space Flight Programs. This office has the responsibility 
for overall systems engineering and evaluation and is rapidly taking 
up the load of the many detailed technical decisions needed to imple-
ment the program. The major decisions on policy matters and on 
large contracts will continue to be made by the Administrator, in 
consultation with the Deputy Administrator and the Associate'Adminis-
trator and .with the advice of the Director of the Office of Manned 
Space Flight Programs. 	 ' 

It will be appreciated by this audience that manned lunar 
exploration requires the accomplishment of many tasks in spacecraft 
design, launch vehicle8 and propulsion, ground support, life sciences, 
space sciences," and'in several areas of advanced research and tech-
nology. Contributions to the progeam come from all parts of NASA,
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':ftan'other'governrnent agencies particularly the Depártmeüt of:' 
Defenie,". from ;indus.try ?reaearch and development 'groups,"..and. from. 
univérèi.ttes:.. ' 'Some..appreciation of the. contribution of. all, groups 
in...all'ar.eas 'is' : essential;tó.understand'. the national :and, inter-
national. significance. of.' the. lunar exploration program. 

National Significance of Program 

The space program represents' an : important milestone with 
respect tO thero'le' of: the Government in" the development of. science 
and. 'technology and: their utilization:';as instruments of.. 'governmental 
policy. 

Past 'icientifi and 'techno'log;aI 'developments begthning.with 
the Industrial Revolution of: the last 'century, have had 'a profound 
impact on every aspect of huznan. a'ffairs including government itsel:f... 

"Atthe turn of the century we had 'reached the a,utomotive age, 'to,'be 
fàllowed by the air age and the nuclear; age. 'Each of' these develop-
meüts provided in essence:a-.mer,e change in'. the:'tools. which' man hád"'; 
at his disposal to change his physicai:environment,'b'ut. each had. 
important and direct effects. on' the economic development' of' the' 
Nationj.'on natioüal defense, on 'education,' on law and religion, and 
on"góveri:unental. policy in every fie'l'd'o."' .: " 	 ' 

During these developments' the 'róle':'of government chaüged' pro-
'foundly. 'Through the automotive age, 'sc'ientific' and 'technological. 
development were accomplished .ma'ily ;.by private :'initiàt ion 'with .]tt l's 
direct governmental participation. As aviation, progressed:, largely 
because of national defeüse needs but. partly' because' of' the desire 

.:to, actively prcmote',the civil' use of' airôraft ',:the.Goverr"ien't estab-
lished:-.a' civilian research. agency 'to athance the .scientific' and 
engineering bass of.'. aeronautics at government expense.."fór. the .bezie-
,fit':'óf:all.' 'This. wise' decisOn.-a'oon eCtablished:the United States" 
"in'.'a !leading"pósition ..in both military and:..c'ivil aiat'ion.; :: Through. 
ad..höc conmiss ions.at 'first,' but ültimatély 'by .special.'goyernment:a'l 
iagênc tea.,. the Government'.established policies .f or. .the.promóioü "of. 
:c;ivi.l: aviation.. The Government thus played: a: more. 'acttvé role',' 

The' nuclear' 'age beganwholly as .a Government-sponsore4 activity,. 
first .by' a secret':mil .itary agency .for weapons development. ." Following 
World War It and after extensive debate, the civil uses of nuclear 
energy were, formally recognized and 'a 'civilia agency was 'established' 
to carry on both weapons development in secrecy 'and civIl o"."peace-
time" applications with wider dissemination of information. The 
Government began. to' .uae 'nuclear . science and' technology ai insruments 
of':policy',; particularly in. the" interntional' field.. Within the 
Nation', steps'.were taken..to promote: widespread "research in" .universi_ 
ties, industrial. 'laboratories.,: and in .centralized.?national .laborato-
r.es,: 'and' to foster medical 'and"other. applicat:ioüs including 'the
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private development of nuclear power plants. There remains in this 
field some opportunity for private initiative subject to various 
controls related to public safety. 

The space activity is at present wholly financed by the Govern-
ment, and from the beginning overall governmental policy considera-
tions have determined the nature, scope, and rate of advance of 
space science and technology and of their application to fulfill 
various national needs. A positive decision was made to entrust the 
development of space science and technology and their civil applica-
tions to a civilian agency while reserving applications to national 
defense as the responsibility of the Department of Defense. It 
becomes apparent that the Government has full power to set the 
national goals in space. In fact, it already has established goals 
which motivate large elements of the Nation to expand the new science 
and technology as rapidly as possible. It is also clear that the 
wise direction of the apace effort may be used as an instrument of 
social change in many areas of economic and social development of the 
Nation, if so desired. Finally, it is clear that such policy deci-
sions are established through the cooperation of the legislative and 
executive branches of the Government and must ultimately receive the 
support of the public. Thus the primary significance of the national 
space program is that it . is a powerful instrument of governmental 
policy, such that the social and economic impact of the new tech-
nology can be channeled to düirable ends. 

The sheer magnitukle of the manned lunar exploration program, 
amounting as it will to three billion dollars or more, represents a 
significant application of the Nation's resources. These billions 
of dollars will be spent in.the laboratories, workshops, and factories 
of the Nation and thus constitute a significant factOr in the Nation's 
employment and economy generally. The Y personnel in the space program 
are not all scientists and engineers butcome from every walk of 
life.

The ultimate and practical purpose of these large expenditures 
is twofold: (1) insurance of the Nation against scientific and 
technological obsolescence in a time of explosive advances in science 
and technology; and (2) insurance against the hazard of military 
surprise in space. 

The first result can be accomplished because of the technical 
nature of the program and the demonstrated transferability of scien-
tific and engineering knowledge to other industrial applications. 
Manned exploration of the moon requires the most advanced engineering 
and technological developments at the very frontiers of knowledge. 
Major advances are occurring in electronics and communications, new 
materials, energy sources, and energy-conversion devices, data 
collection and handling, computers, knowledge of the behavior of
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the-human body under stress, protective equipment for man in hostile 
environments, and many other areas. 

These developments at the frontiers of science and technology 
are transferable to other applications in industry. Because of the 
newness of the space age it is difficult to give specific examples 
at this-early date. It is easier to recognize this process in rela-
tion to the automotive age s the air age, and the nuclear age. For 
example, the development of-the automobile has brought us the concept 
of simplification for the operator through complication of design, a 
concept now widely applied in the operation of auiodern steel mill 
or oil refinery and in such modern consumer products as automatic 
washers and ovens, where automatic controls program the entire opera-
tion. The automobile is largely responsible for the development of 
alloy steels, new fuels, synthetic rubber, quick drying finishes, 
and other new materials, 	 -	 -	 - 

Similarly the air age brought us great supplies of aluminum - 
and the basis for building light-weight structures, not only for- - 
airplanes but also for trainè, buses, and ships. ----The nuclear age 
brought applications of isotopes in medicine and in the inspection-
of materials. Nuclear developments brought remote manipulators and 
sealed pumps for hazardous liquids and gases. The- space age has-
brought to maturity the concept of systems analysis and optimization 
of designs involving -many branches of -science-and engineering. In 

addition the space age has given us high-temperature ceramics, 
ablating materials for heat protection, pressure-stabilized light-
weight tanks, computers handling, large amounts of data, and many - 
other developments which -are finding applications throughout industry. 

-	 While the technological developments offer the earlieèt contri-
butions to economic development, in the lông run the contributions-
from-the -scientific knowledge obtained inthe great unknown environ-
ment of the celestial bodies and interplanetary space may bring much 
greater returns. Today not only the prestige of a-nation but also 
its true greatness and strength depend upon mastery and contrOl of 
man's physical environment; and the extension and perfection of - - 
scientific knowledge 'is fundamental to that mastery and control. 
What benefits the new knowledge of the -universe may ultimately bring 
to mankind no one today can predict. Judging from past experience, 
advances in scientific knowledge are thefoundation of advances in 
technology and advances in technology are a key factor in- economic 
development. 

The manned lunar exploration program -constitutes essential 
insurance against finding ourselves with a -position in the new tech-
nology inferior to that of a possible enemy0 The freedom-of space - 
combined with the great power of nuclear energy for destruction--
forecasts the future development of weapons systems now onlydimly 
understood. There are many defense applications already evident and
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under way as -arespónsibility of: the Department of- Defense. -- The 
compbnènté, --vehicles, techniques, and knowledge developed, in the 
civil'program are constantly availablefor defenseapplications. - 

Time is-nOt available to discuss thenational significance to 
-: modern -education and to human thought and aspirations. At this meet-

r ing: ofthe:Axnerican Association for the-Advancement of Science -Ido 
wishtosay'afew::words-about the.significance of- the lunar explora-
tion program to science itself.- -Some-scientists have feared that 
space -activities may be-exploited at'the -cost of other scientific: 
workof- higher priority and have questioned specifically the' roleof 
man in.space-exploration. These fears emphasize the fact -that. ---
activities in space have other objectives as already described in 
addition-to the :increase3 of - scientific - knowledge. The- space program, 
in my opinion, will -greatly -benefit- -science by stimulating- popular-

.inter-est--in-the frontiers of science-and by bringing broader--support 
for-'the'advancement of all science and technology0- : En the---pat the 

:'nuclear developments have been charged with undue distortion of--- - 
-:':reseàrch and education - in physics, but I- am convinced--that-- in the 
presenceof both--nuclear -and spaée activities '-all -branches of -scLence 
receive greater support than they would have received had these 
activities been absent.	 - -	 - 

- --International Significance of Progr :; - ..-

- Space exploration is a significant factor in international 
policy. -From-the beginning spaceactivities-have had an impact on 
the climate of world- opinion with respect to national -strength and 
prestige As --stated- by - the President's Science Advisory Committee 
in MarchI958: -"To be strong-and bold in space techrologywill 
enhancethe prestige of the United St-ates--among the péopl-es of the 
world and create added confidence in our scientific, technological, 
industrial-, and military strength." 

There are no short cuts to the attainment of the desired position 
of strength. We have made great- progreas,-and our-policies-Of open-
ness and sharing with other nations are bringing growing - appreciation 
of the significance of our program-to the free oxld. - - - - 

In March 1959 the United States offered through the Committee 
on Space Research of the International Council of Scientific Unions 
to cooperate with other nations in making available launching 
vehicles, spacecraft, technical guidance, and laboratory support for 
orbiting individual experiments for complete satellite payloads 
developed in other countries.. --The firSt- satellites under- this inter-
national program are being prepared by- the - United : Kingdom and- - Canada 
and will be launched in the first half- -of calendar year 1962. Dis-
cussions are in- -progress with several other governments- which have 
expressed interest in cooperative satellite projects.



'In his-recent speech before-the United Nations, President: 
Kenxëdy,said.: ." "We shall urge proposals- extending- 'the United 'Nations 
Charter to the limit of man e s exploration in the universe, preserving 
outer space for peaceful use; prohibiting weapons ofmass destrution 
in space and on celestial bodies 9 andopening-the mysteries'ánd 
benefits of space to every nation. We shall propose further .coópera-
•t•ive efforts between all nations in weather prediction and eventually 
in weather'control. We shallpropose, finally a 'global system of 
coimnunicatiOn satellites linking the whole world in telegraph :and 
telephone, .and:radio and television." At its current session., the 
United Nations: adopted a reso].ution . which represents a forward step 
in cooperation along the 'lines recommended by the President.. 

Some-social scientists have.'speculated that:the exp-loration:of 
space might become in time a substitute for war. - Hope . would be that 
the absorption of energies, resources, imagination., and aggressiveness 

,in the exploration of space might contribute to the-maintenance' of 
peace.'Whether or not this speculation .is warranted, I mu sure.from 
personal experience that international cooperation in the exploration 

•:;:of.space.'doe&contribute to friendship and',un4erstandingamong .' - 
nations..'.:	 ..-	 '	 '	 •.	 '	 .. .	 '	 :	 - 

The international impact of the United States space program 
appears in unexpected ways. Thus Russell Howe reported in a dispatch 
from Kaduna, Northern Nigeria, appearing in the :Washington Post for 
December 3rd, 1961, as follows: 

'[The,,Sardauna of Sokoto,and-Premier of -Northern .Nigeriaj 
has welcomed on his soil Black Africa's only space - tracking 
station.,. A few miles outside Kano, in a spot only visited 

- until, recently by camel trains . and woodchoppers on their 
- mules, NASA's Tracking Station Five now stands,.with aluminum 

: brightness in the savannah,"-	 :	 ' 

*"*.*,	 --	 ' 

- 'en Tracking Station Five has helped. to enhance the,: 
':Sardauna's great, semispititua1 prestige.. Said'the Rausa' 

driver who took me out to the station, when he had finally 
understood what my destination was: 'Ah, you mean the place 
the Sardauna built to get the message from. the stars "" 

Conclusion 

• ' We must notunderestimate the significance of space exploration 
to theordinary, 'citizen in every country. You 'recall 'the complaint 
of'the Russian wor1aan,in'the U.S.S.R.,, -who asked, "What do 'Sputniks 
give to a person like me?" To this question frequently asked.by men
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in many countries, including our own, we can of course reply with 
discussions of practical benefits from weather and communication 
satellites and from technological developments as described in the 
earlier part of this paper. But perhaps a better reply would be: 
"The exploration of space can give you new interests and new 
motivations arising from an expansion of your intellectual and 
spiritual horizons as you take a longer view of 5fl5 role in 
time and space at this point in the history of the human race." 

. . . . .	 S I I S S
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